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Welcome
Thank you for downloading our eBook! Whether you are a seasoned �eet
operator or just getting started in your career, there is something of
value here for you. We put this eBook together to help you run a more
e�cient and pro�table �eet - which is now more important than ever
with the challenging economic times we are facing.

In this eBook, we’ve included 10 tips that you can start implementing
immediately in your business to help you navigate a changing business
environment. We’ve also included helpful information that will get you
up to speed on all things GPS �eet tracking and the bene�ts o�ered by it.

Remember, In times of change, the most agile companies come out
ahead. This guide will help you make sure you are one of these
companies.

About Smart Fleet
Smart Fleet is a New Jersey family-owned business that has been
providing excellent customer service for over 12 years in 43 states and
Canada. We are a leading provider of GPS tracking technology for �eet
owners of all sizes. Our customizable platform provides �eet owners
with an intuitive way to maintain complete control over their �eet
vehicles, identify problems in real time using advanced monitoring
technology, and access to a robust set of back-end support services
including report generation and many additional options at di�erent
service levels.
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With Smart Fleet, you get the best of both worlds: the personal one-on-
one experience of a small family business that is backed by large
software companies providing quality and reliable products. 

Our o�ce is dedicated to helping our customers get the most out of
their GPS tracking. We o�er extensive training on all platforms, and our
sta� is always available to answer any questions!

10 Tips for Navigating a New Normal

The question you must ask yourself is not “How will we do what we’re
doing?” but “How will we do what we’re doing in a di�erent world?”
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Remember, change creates opportunities. Here are ten things you can
do to help keep your business running while you navigate these
unprecedented times.

1. Turn to Your Employees

Look to your teams for suggestions on how you can streamline your
operations. Ask questions such as: What parts of the work�ow need to
be adjusted? How many people do we really need on the job site at the
same time? What is keeping you up at night? What do you see in the
future? How can we become even more successful as a team?

Right now, organizations need to prioritize people over projects and
pro�t. This is new territory for everyone, but it will pass. While this
current situation will not last forever, your employees will remember
how you made them feel. Communication is essential, but even more
important is listening. Have an open-door policy when it comes to
employee feedback.

2. Embrace Technology

We need technology now more than ever to help keep us connected and
keep our businesses running. This could be an excellent time to try that
new solution or app you have been considering.

New technologies can not only help you get through this current
situation but can help you improve collaboration and productivity once
work returns to a more normal state.
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Some are already using this downtime to implement new technology
and processes, including Smart Fleet products that are useful to �eets in
reducing fuel consumption, idling, improved safety, and lowering
insurance costs. In this unprecedented time, this is all of the utmost
importance.

GPS �eet tracking technology combines the powerful features and cost
e�ciencies of global positioning systems (GPS) and web-based
technology.

3. Make a Game Plan

With so much going on, it can be easy to put o� long term planning to
get through the day-to-day. A mistake. Create a solid plan that will
navigate your company through unexpected circumstances and tough
economic times.

4. Be Flexible

While it is essential to have a plan, it’s just as important to be �exible.
This is a developing and unprecedented time, and projects can be
delayed at any time. While you will not be able to plan for every
situation, lay out some options now that will help you think clearly and
act quickly when a problem arises.

5. Provide Great Service

Many businesses forget that providing excellent customer service is
essential. If you provide better service for your customers, they’ll be
more inclined to come to you the next time they need something instead
of going to your competition.
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6. Resiliency

Remember, successful business owners are resilient. It is the ability to
bounce back from the inevitable setbacks and disappointments that you
will experience virtually every single day as an entrepreneur.

7. Tap into Your Network

Being a business owner can be an isolating experience at times. As a
result, it is recommended that you stay networked in the broader
community. Join an association. Take part in business networking
organizations.

8. We are In This Together

As we all navigate this new normal, questions will arise. While these are
trying times, it is amazing to watch the industry come together for the
good of the community. Remember, we are resilient, and together, we
will get through this.

9. Nothing Replaces Hard Work

Mark Cuban says, “Work like there is someone working twenty-four hours
a day to take it all away from you.” If you are building a business that will
feed your kids, secure your family’s �nancial future, help you travel the
world, you’ve got to work hard, and stay focused. There are no shortcuts.
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10.  Turn Setback into Successes

No matter how good a business owner you are, you will experience
setbacks along the way. If you take these as signs of failure or you give
up or lose your con�dence, you will never be as successful as you can
be. Reframe and view these as signs that you need to make small tweaks
or changes. When you see these setbacks as opportunities rather than
problems, you will continue moving in the right direction.

Getting Started with a GPS Fleet
Tracking System

https://www.smartfleetusa.com/
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If you operate a professional �eet, it’s essential to keep tabs on as many
aspects of your operation as possible at all times. A solid GPS �eet
tracking system is one of the most e�ective tools in any �eet owner’s
arsenal, and Smart Fleet o�ers a wide range of services and hardware
aimed at providing �eet owners with more control, higher productivity,
and greater peace of mind when it comes to managing drivers and �eet
vehicles.

Smart Fleet’s GPS �eet tracking system o�ers much more than just real-
time monitoring of �eet vehicles. Fleet owners can customize their GPS
�eet tracking system to provide customizable alerts, timed updates,
vehicle maintenance alerts, and even generate reports

GPS Fleet Tracking Devices from Smart
Fleet

https://www.smartfleetusa.com/
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When it comes to GPS �eet tracking devices, Smart Fleet understands
that di�erent �eets and di�erent types of �eet vehicles have di�erent
needs. Take a look at the GPS �eet tracking devices we o�er and their
capabilities to determine which GPS �eet tracking devices would work
best for your �eet.

Hardwired GPS Fleet Tracking Devices

Smart Fleet’s hardwired GPS �eet tracking devices o�er a wide range of
features and bene�ts designed to provide �eet owners more control and
peace of mind when it comes to monitoring and managing their �eets.

 Hardwired GPS �eet tracking devices from Smart Fleet use a three-
wire, hard-wire install and come with internal backup batteries.
These devices can continue to operate while a vehicle is turned o�,
allowing �eet owners to carefully monitor their vehicles through all
legs of a delivery route.
 The hardwired GPS �eet tracking devices from Smart Fleet also o�er
a convert installation. Install these GPS �eet tracking devices
discreetly in all types of �eet vehicles for simple and reliable
functionality. Choose from the internal antenna model or the
external antenna model to customize your GPS �eet tracking
devices.

https://www.smartfleetusa.com/
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 Smart Fleet’s hardwired GPS �eet tracking devices o�er timed
tracking you can set to one-, two-, or �ve-minute intervals. Choose
the time interval that works best for your operation and rely on the
hardwired GPS �eet tracking devices to provide consistent updates
to your approved monitoring devices.
 You can con�gure your hardwired GPS �eet tracking devices with
alerts tailored to your preferences. Set the system to alert you for
vehicle speed, idling time, o�-hour driving, driver behavior, and
much more. Smart Fleet’s hardwired GPS �eet tracking devices also
include an “Instant Locate” command that allows �eet supervisors
to obtain a vehicle’s location instantly
 Hardwired GPS �eet tracking devices from Smart Fleet enable �eet
supervisors to conduct dispatching orders, �nd the closest vehicles
and engage in real-time messaging with drivers.

These capabilities are also present in other Smart Fleet GPS �eet tracking
devices, such as the Plug and Play GPS �eet tracking devices and dash
cam system detailed below.

Plug and Play GPS Fleet Tracking Devices
and Dash Cam Systems
Smart Fleet’s Plug and Play GPS �eet tracking devices feature many of
the same capabilities as the hardwired GPS �eet tracking devices such as
customizable intervals for updates, alert options, real-time monitoring
from approved devices, the Instant Locate command functionality, and
dispatching features.
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The Plug and Play GPS �eet tracking devices also include discreet covert
installation with internal antennae and Y-cable OBD-II splitter installation
options. The Plug and Play GPS feel tracking devices also include power
cuto� protection to ensure consistent monitoring in a convenient plug
and play design.

The Dash Cam System takes Smart Fleet’s Plug and Play GPS �eet
tracking devices to the next level with the inclusion of a high-quality
dash camera. Fleet owners can install these cameras via hardwiring or
simply by plugging them into the vehicles’ cigarette lighters.

Dash cameras provide �eet owners with an extra layer of control and
protection over their vehicles. These devices allow �eet owners to
capture recordings for use in insurance claims or to disprove fraudulent
claims made against their drivers.

Why Choose Smart Fleet’s GPS Fleet
Tracking Devices?

https://www.smartfleetusa.com/
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Smart Fleet is a leading provider of some of the most robust and reliable
GPS �eet tracking devices available. The Smart Fleet platform allows �eet
owners to fully customize their services, monitor vehicles in real-time
from approved devices, and receive real-time alerts customized to each
�eet’s unique needs and risks.

Why Choose Smart Fleet for GPS Fleet
Tracking?
Cofounders Andrew and Elizabeth Chermark built Smart Fleet in 2008 on
a foundation of their combined experience in the �elds of �nancial
management and wireless communication. The Chermarks built Smart
Fleet to ful�ll a pressing need in the United States home service industry:
an intuitive way to track �eet vehicles, improve road safety, and manage
�eets more e�ciently. Thanks to the Chermarks’ experience in wireless
management, vehicle use optimization, and maximizing productivity,
they developed Smart Fleet into the robust and successful brand it is
today.

Smart Fleet provides each client
with the tools necessary to track
their �eets more e�ectively, plan
their routes more e�ciently, and
streamline their operations to
make them more pro�table. Today,
Smart Fleet provides custom GPS
�eet tracking services across 43
states and Canada.

https://www.smartfleetusa.com/
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Bene�ts of the Smart Fleet GPS Fleet
Tracking System
Many GPS tracking service providers only o�er limited back-end support
or no support at all, selling customers GPS tracking hardware with little
to no instruction as to how to get the most value out of it. Smart Fleet
takes a di�erent approach by providing a robust selection of hardware
and services and guidance for using all these tools to maximum e�ect.

The Smart Fleet GPS Fleet Tracking System o�ers �eet owners the choice
between hardwired GPS tracking devices and convenient plug and play
systems with optional dashboard camera functionality. These tools are
just one layer of the service provided by Smart Fleet.

Fleet owners can choose one of three levels of service for their
organizations based on how much back-end support and customization
they require. Each level of service comes with the same high-quality
hardware and reliable software in an intuitive format, all backed by the
support and guidance of the Smart Fleet team. Fleet owners can enjoy
several valuable bene�ts by investing in a Smart Fleet GPS �eet tracking
system:

 Real time GPS tracking. Smart Fleet hardware o�ers advanced
positioning technology so �eet owners can track their �eet vehicles’
positions at any time from any approved device.
 Automatic report generation. The Smart Fleet system o�ers
automatic report generation, providing �eet owners with useful data
so they can make more informed decisions about their business
operations and future investments.

https://www.smartfleetusa.com/
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 Customizable alerts. Fleet owners can set alerts at various
thresholds. For example, it’s possible to tailor the system to send an
alert whenever a driver enters or leaves certain geofenced areas or
travels at certain speeds. Alerts can also notify �eet owners and
�eet supervisors of idling time and drivers using their vehicles for
unauthorized purposes.
 Video telematics. Video recording technology allows �eet owners to
retain invaluable footage to handle insurance claims.
 Vehicle maintenance alerts. GPS �eet tracking devices from Smart
Fleet connect to vehicle systems and can alert �eet supervisors of
maintenance problems as soon as they appear.
 Instant Location. The Instant Locate command allows �eet owners
to �nd a vehicle’s position almost instantly.
 Streamlined routes. Reports generated from the Smart Fleet system
allow �eet owners to develop more e�cient routes and lower their
fueling costs.
 Improved customer experiences. Greater e�ciency means
streamlined operations and happier customers.
 Increased productivity. Insights gained from Smart Fleet report data
can help �eet owners make data-driven decisions, and the vehicle
monitoring hardware can increase driver accountability.

These are just a few of the reasons why Smart Fleet has become the
leading choice among �eet owners in the US for robust and reliable
systems for tracking their �eet vehicles. 

The Smart Fleet team has more than a decade of professional
experience working with all types of �eets of various sizes and can help
�eet owners streamline their processes with added con�dence thanks to
state-of-the-art GPS tracking technology. Contact our team at Smart Fleet
today.
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Tips for Implementing GPS Fleet
Tracking in Your Business

Taking the �rst steps toward implementing GPS �eet tracking may sound
scary. However, if you start by letting your employees know that you
trust them and explain why you are implementing  a GPS tracking
system, you are much more likely to get them to buy into the program.

At the end of the day, GPS �eet tracking will help you run a more
pro�table and e�cient business, which has immense bene�ts for your
employees. To help you get started, we’ve put together some tips below
that we’ve learned from our 12+ years of experience in this industry to
help you hit the ground running.

https://www.smartfleetusa.com/
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Launch your New GPS System with
Incentives
Get your technician to buy into the program by utilizing the Driver
Rewards Feature. Each driver will have access to a mobile app where
they can view their driver scorecard and ranking among their peers. This
gets them engaged and gami�es the process allowing you, the owner, to
reward good driver behavior with an electronic gift card that is sent right
from the software to the driver’s app.

This gift card is redeemable at major retailers such as Amazon, Walmart,
Burger King, etc. Most people do what they get rewarded for.

Maintenance Module
Get noti�cations of your vehicle’s health. For instance, if the check
engine light illuminates on the dashboard, it will automatically send an
alert to the o�ce and, in most cases, give a description of the trouble
code.

The techs and your o�ce will also be noti�ed when oil changes are
needed. The system also allows you to keep track of all repairs and costs
of each vehicle and the ability to run reports on your vehicle's
maintenance history.

Dispatching
Explain that it can help dispatch the closest tech to an emergency service
call instead of sending a tech across town. Also, dispatchers have the
ability to re-route a driver and give them directions should they get lost.

https://www.smartfleetusa.com/
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Insurance Discounts
Financially you can get insurance discounts for having a GPS and or
safety Dash Camera. Discounts are available because you now have the
means to recover stolen vehicles and improve driver safety.

The Dash Cam provides actionable information on technicians driving
behavior, which allows managers to better coach drivers in an e�ort to
reduce accidents and nuisance litigation.

Conclusion
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GPS Fleet Tracking will soon become standard practice as companies
change their business practices to account for tighter margins during a
recession. GPS tracking helps companies by reducing costs and helping
you save on fuel, labor, and insurance. Further, it will increase driver
productivity and e�ciency.

These two factors combined will transform your �eet. You will have
much greater insight into your driver’s performance and be able to take
a data-driven approach to running a pro�table �eet. During these
changing times, this will help you out�ank your competitors and rise to
the top of your industry. We’ve helped plenty of businesses through
North America do just that.

GPS may seem like a complicated technology to understand. However,
our system is so easy and simple to use even for those who have never
used a technology like this before. We do not want you hiring extra
people to monitor these systems, simple as that.

Request your live demo today and see how simple our solution is to use.
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